
Puig Frontal Spoiler Black BMW
S 1000 RR
20522N
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹32,000.00
Categories: Winglets

Product Description

Puig Frontal Spoiler Black 20522N Reinforce the Racing aesthetics and improve the
aerodynamics of your motorcycle with the new frontal spoiler GP from Puig. The new GP spoiler
is the result of the most advanced knowledge and technologies in the field of competition
motorcycling, and has been designed and manufactured entirely in Barcelona. The GP front
spoiler for the BMW S1000RR has been specially designed to enhance your BMW with the most
advanced technology in the field of aerodynamics, a direct legacy of high competition such as
the MotoGP world championship. Entirely designed and manufactured in Barcelona under the
latest technology, the GP front spoiler is made of high-quality 4mm PMMA, a material highly
resistant to impacts, splashes and UV. Its special design guarantees maximum safety thanks to
the 2mm radius rounded edges. Puig offers the possibility of customizing the spoilers, being
able to choose from a wide range of colors. And if the customer wishes, the Puig adhesive kit
can be added, which includes the product in the colors blue and red. The piece is easily
assembled, no more than 15 minutes, and does not require specific mechanical knowledge or
special tools. Fixing through small metal supports and rubber pieces designed by the house. It
does not require drilling the original fairing of the motorcycle. There are many benefits that the
spoiler produces on your motorcycle, among which +7.8 Kg of Downforce on the front axle,
anti-shimmie effect at high speeds and anti-wheelie effect stand out. We can also enjoy greater
stability in changes of direction.
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Puig Frontal Spoiler Clear BMW
S 1000 RR
20522W
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹32,000.00
Categories: Winglets

Product Description

Puig Frontal Spoiler Clear 20522W Reinforce the Racing aesthetics and improve the
aerodynamics of your motorcycle with the new frontal spoiler GP from Puig. The new GP spoiler
is the result of the most advanced knowledge and technologies in the field of competition
motorcycling, and has been designed and manufactured entirely in Barcelona. The GP front
spoiler for the BMW S1000RR has been specially designed to enhance your BMW with the most
advanced technology in the field of aerodynamics, a direct legacy of high competition such as
the MotoGP world championship. Entirely designed and manufactured in Barcelona under the
latest technology, the GP front spoiler is made of high-quality 4mm PMMA, a material highly
resistant to impacts, splashes and UV. Its special design guarantees maximum safety thanks to
the 2mm radius rounded edges. Puig offers the possibility of customizing the spoilers, being
able to choose from a wide range of colors. And if the customer wishes, the Puig adhesive kit
can be added, which includes the product in the colors blue and red. The piece is easily
assembled, no more than 15 minutes, and does not require specific mechanical knowledge or
special tools. Fixing through small metal supports and rubber pieces designed by the house. It
does not require drilling the original fairing of the motorcycle. There are many benefits that the
spoiler produces on your motorcycle, among which +7.8 Kg of Downforce on the front axle,
anti-shimmie effect at high speeds and anti-wheelie effect stand out. We can also enjoy greater
stability in changes of direction.
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Puig Frontal Spoiler Smoked
BMW S 1000 RR
20522H
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹32,000.00
Categories: Winglets

Product Description

Puig Frontal Spoiler Smoked 20522H Reinforce the Racing aesthetics and improve the
aerodynamics of your motorcycle with the new frontal spoiler GP from Puig. The new GP spoiler
is the result of the most advanced knowledge and technologies in the field of competition
motorcycling, and has been designed and manufactured entirely in Barcelona. The GP front
spoiler for the BMW S1000RR has been specially designed to enhance your BMW with the most
advanced technology in the field of aerodynamics, a direct legacy of high competition such as
the MotoGP world championship. Entirely designed and manufactured in Barcelona under the
latest technology, the GP front spoiler is made of high-quality 4mm PMMA, a material highly
resistant to impacts, splashes and UV. Its special design guarantees maximum safety thanks to
the 2mm radius rounded edges. Puig offers the possibility of customizing the spoilers, being
able to choose from a wide range of colors. And if the customer wishes, the Puig adhesive kit
can be added, which includes the product in the colors blue and red. The piece is easily
assembled, no more than 15 minutes, and does not require specific mechanical knowledge or
special tools. Fixing through small metal supports and rubber pieces designed by the house. It
does not require drilling the original fairing of the motorcycle. There are many benefits that the
spoiler produces on your motorcycle, among which +7.8 Kg of Downforce on the front axle,
anti-shimmie effect at high speeds and anti-wheelie effect stand out. We can also enjoy greater
stability in changes of direction.
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